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NEUTRAL PARTICLE BEAM PROOUCTI'ON AND I.NJECTION* 

D. Post 
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory 

R. Pyle 
lawre.nce Be,rke,l ey Laboratory. 
Uni 'Ie rs i ty 0 f Cal i fo,rni a. 
Berke 1 ey. CA 94720 

INiTRODt:JCTION 

LBL-15483 

Intense neutra;l be,ams, aire u,sed to he'at. fuell • adju,st 
elect'ric pote,ntiars. aind d:fag,nose f'u,s~'on plasmals. They lIIay be· 
u,sed: to su,sta!1'n cu,rrents in p:la:smals,., We sha~n cOlllllent on some 
of the ways. that' altamfc phy,s,1'c:s, enters into the de;s,i gn. 
d:fagno.s·,1 s. and appl fC'a,tlon o,f neutrall beam sy'stems,. It w:f 11 be 
appairent tha\t the tre'atment 1 s selective and superff cf a1. but we 
hope to ment:fon mo,starea,s of i nterest~. and i ndfC'ate' that there 
ts a; cont,i nui ng need for' new ideals and newt'echni ques. 

Th'f s p'aper' f s df vided fnto two secti ons: The fi rst is a. 
di scu.s,s,i on of the 1 nteracti ons of neutral beams wi th confi ned 
plasmas, the second 15 concerned with the production and diag
nosi s of the neutral beams. In general we are deaH ng wi th 
atOllls. 1II01ecules. and fons of the 1 sotopes of hydrogen, but some 
heav1 er elements (for ex amp 1 e, oxygen) wi 11 be mentf oned. The 
emphasis will be on single-partfcle collisions; selected atomic 
processes on surfaces ,wi 11 be 1 ncl uded • 

The two chfef plasma physfcs requirements that a fusion 
reactor must meet are adequate confi nernent and a temperature of 

* Thf 5 writ was supported by f n part by the Oi rector, Offi ce of 
Energy Research, Office of Fusion Energy. Development and 
Technology Divfs1on. of the U.S. Department of Energy under 
Contract No. DE-AC03-76-SfOO098. and in part by PPPL DOE 
Contract No. DE-AC02-76-CH03073. 
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about 10 keY or greater. The requirements for confinement 
(nTE > 1014 sec/cm3, where n is the plasma density and TE 
is the confinement time) occurs because the energy loss rate of 
the plasma cannot exceed the self heating rate b'y alpha par
ticles produced by DT fusion in a fusion reactor.! The second 
requi rement of a temperature of 10 keY occurs because the 0-T 
(deuterium-tritium) fusion reaction rate is small for tempera
tures below 10 keY.Z A 0-0 (deuterium-deuterium) reactor 
would requi re temperatures of 30 keY or more. The issues of 
interest to fusion research are thus not only of plasma confine
ment but plasma heating. A typical reactor would be heated in 
steady state by the slowing down of the 3.5 MeY alpha particles 
produced in the fusion reaction. However, the plasma will have 
to be heated to the 10 keY, or so, at which the plasma heating 
is significant and, of course, present experiments need to be 
heated. Neutral injection has been the most successful heating 
method to date in magnetic fusion research. 

Tokamaks require a toroidal current for confinement and 
equilibrium. This current is usually suppli.ed by a change of 
fl ux ina coi 1. The need for the f1 ux swi ng in the transformer 
coils sets a time limit on the tokamak pulse of about 103 -
104 seconds for a reactor. Then the tokamak plasma must be 
termi nated and the f1 ux reversed in the current dri vi ng coi 1. 
The termination and restarting of the plasma burn introduces 
thermal cycling stresses in the structure of the reactor, in
creasing the design requirements. There is thus great interest 
in a ·steady stateN tokamak in which the current is driven by a 
means other than by transformer action by a flux swing in a coil. 
Neutral beams can inject momentum into the plasma, and have been 
proposed for current drive in tokamaks. 3 

Experiments and reactor desi gns based on the mi rror 
concept 4,5 require a large high energy population of ions 
with relatively low velocities parallel to the magnetic field. 
The high energy of the ions is necessary to maintain a large 
electrostatic field for electron confinement. In most current 
mirror experiments and reactor designs, this population of ions 
with vI /vl small is provided by neutral injection. 

A typical neutral injection system involves an ion source, 
an acceleration system, a neutralization system, and a beamline 
to connect to the torus (Fig. 1). The energetiC neutral atoms 
cross the magnetic field that confines the plasma, and are 
captured in the plasma by electron and ion impact ionization and 
charge exchange. The captured fast ions slow down, gradually 
heating the plasma by elastic coulomb collisions with the plasma 
ions and electrons. If energetic deuterons are injected into a 
plasma containing tritium ions, some of the deuterons can 
undergo fusion reactions with the tritons as they slow down. 
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Fig. 1. Neutral inject,i'on by the acceJ eratf on of H+ and 
neutral i zati on by cha·rge excha,nge._ a,nd the subsequ,ent 
s·topp·i ng o,f the, beam in the pl asma by coulomb scat,.. 
te.rf'ng a,nd nuc-l ea,r re'actfon·s. l ta\ken from Ref. 61 

The fa:st ions- from· the injected be-am o·ften have la,rge orbits 
which must be conftn~.d,. In addlti on. lack ofaxi symmetry due to 
the discrete toroj d'al ffe~'d co!f 1 s in the tokamak or the inherent 
lack of symmetry in the mag,netic fie·ld topology of a mirror or 
stellera~tor can le'ad to unconfined orbf-ts. 6 This los,s 
mechanism for beam ions is not expected to be severe for large. 
hi g,h current tokam·aks. but these losses are an area of acti ve 
research for stellerators.7 

The injection of neutral ~drogen atoms can enhance the 
impurity radiation in pl asma experiments throu,gh such reacti ons 
as8 

The hydrogen atoms enhance the recombi nat; on rate of the 
carbon (or other impurity ions). The recombined ions can then 
be excited by electron impact with background electrons. often 
leading to an increase in the impurity radiation losses in the 
fusi on experiment. 

Present neutral injection systems are based on positive 
fans. The low neutralization efficiency of such ions at 
energies above - 80 keV/amu limits the usefulness of positive 
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ion systems. 9 Future large tokomaks and mirror experiments 
would profit from the use of high energy beams with energies 
above 100 keV/amu. Such beam.s would be based on negative ions 
which can be neutralized efficiently. The use of negative ions 
also opens up the option of using neutral beams of elements 
heavi er than hydrogen at extremely hi gh energies (l0-20 MeV). 

NEUTRAL BEAM PENETRATION AND FAST ION ORBITS 

Neutral injecti.on systems are desig.ned to produce a well 
coll imated beam of neutral hydrogen atoms. The neutral atoms 
freely cross the confining magnetic fie·ld where they are 
captured by charge exchange and ionizationlO (Fig. 2) the 
attenuation along the beam is then given by 

I = 10 exp (-neaeff x) = 10 exp (- X/l). 

Thi's attenuati on is a,v,eraged over each f1 ux surface to 
produce a source of hot ions fo,r each fl ux surface. 11 ,12 The 
local beam deposition rate, normalized by the volume averaged 
beam deposition rate, is defined a's H(r). H'(r) > 1 implies 
greater than average local heating (Fig. 3). 

lit 

S -

10 -1I~~ ......... '-L.-~""""".u........L-..&...L..&.L..-'--....L..J:..&.L.-'-....I...JL...L..L.--L.....I...JLU 
100 10' 10 2 103 10· 10 5 JO' 

Pcrticle energy (eV) , Te (eV) 

XBL 8212-12438 

Fig. 2. Reaction rates for atomic hydrogen for electron impact 
ionization, proton impact ionization. and charge ex
change with protons as a function of lab hydrogen 
energy. The energy scale for the electron ionization 
rate is the electron temperature. 
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Flg. 3. Neutral beam depos,f ti'on proffl e:s for 150, 250, and 400 
ke:VO~ ba!sed beams- and for a 150 keY 0+ based be. am 
on small v,e.rsion of the proposed FED tokamak) J 

The presence of i'mpurftfes' can affect the ioni zati on of the 
injected be.am. The two proces,ses of interest are charge ex
cha,nge and' ion-imp'act ion,iza,tion of Ho with multiply-ionized 
impuri ty . 10ns,14 

A+q + HO ~. A+q + H+ + e
~. A+'q-l + H+. 

An enonnous amount of theoretical and eXp'erimental work has 
gone into detennining these cross sections. I5 It was expected 
that the dominant process might be ion impact ionization which 
would scale as Z2. Thu.s the cross section for beam penetration 

n
H 

+ Z2 n
Z 

would scale as Zeff = n where nH is the hydrogen den-
e 

sity. nz 1s the impurity density and ne 
sity. Typical pl asmas often have Ieff -
path that scaled as 1 = lHlZeff would 
most pl asma experiments by neutral beams 
would all be deposited on the plasma edge. 

is the electron den-
2 - 5. A mean free 
preclude heating of 
si nce . the beam ions 
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Fortunately, it turned out that the dominant process at the 
energies of interest is charge exchange, which scales more like 
Z than Z2. Thus we have 
1 ne < a V > e 
i' = ne aeff = nH aion + nH acx + V + 1 ni(aZion + aZcx) 

b Z 
where aior) is the hydrogen ion impact ionization cross section, 
acx is the hydrogen charge exchange cross secti on, <aV>e is 
the electron impact io:nization cross section, and the last term 
represents the i,mpurity ioni zation a,nd charge exchange cross 
section:s. N'oting that alex-ZaW we have approximately, in 
the range where acx « aion' 

ne <av>e 
ne aeff = nH o.ion + vb + nZ Z aion 

= (nH + Z n) + aian 

<aV>e 
= ne (ai on + v'b ). 

Thus by ignoring the impurities and treating the plasma as a 
pure hy.drogen flasma, we would have obtained almost the right 
a'nswer (Fi g. 4. Nonethel es:s, f't was cruci al that the questi on 
be resolved as the fusi on communi ty was spendi ng - $ 2 x 109 on 
TFTR, JT -60 a,nd JET, and these experiments woul d not work, we,ll 
wi th beam i njecti on if the penetration cross section scaled a's 
Zeff. At hig,h injection energies of 300-1000 keY and higher, 
the domin'a'nt proces,s is ion impact ionization which does scale 
as Z2, so this process w:fll be important for high energy beams. 

An approximate fonnula for the trapping length in a large 
tokamak has been worked out by the INTOR group16 for a deuter
ium beam: 

1 = 2.8 x 1013 Eb (KeY) em. 
ne (cm-3) 

For perpendicular injection, 1 - a/2, where a is the plasma 
minor radius, ensures reasonable beam penetration. This implies 
that the injection energy should scale as 

Eb(KeY) = 180 x 10-16 na, 

yielding an energy of - 300 KeY for INTOR parameters. 17 The 
good penetration requirement can be ameliorated by initially 
injecting into a low density plasma and gradually building up 
the plasma density as the alpha heating increases, and by the 
shift outward of the flux surfaces as the plasma heats up, which 
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reduces the column density of plasma to the plasma center.18 

... ... • -2' Z.ff" 2 ,0.,,'11 

I l"--
·.··.ff 

o·~--~--~--~--~~~~ 
80 100 120 140 160 /80 200 

E 1 •• v,1 fOtO"' 

X'Bll 8121:2-1'244,0 

F'i g.. 4·. E.ffec.tf've tra'pping. cross 
beam energy, defi ned a,s: 

secti on ve,rsus neutral hydrogen 

Z-Zeff HH 
°e:ff = Z~l (ocx + 0 p-fon) + 

Z, ff- 1 i . <ov'>e_l' on e· . (0 mp + lmp) + _--::;......;.....;;..;.;. 
Z.e Z,..1) cx ° i on vbeam 

for a- deuteri um neutral beam trave-rif.i ng a deuteri urn 
pl a'sm'a with a·n i mpuri ty of charge Z. cw.x is the hydro
gen cha'rge exchange cross section, 0p-fon is the pro
ton impact ionization cross section, ~ is theH im
purity-hydrogen ch-arge exchange cross section and am i s 
the ion impact ionization cross section. 10 ,13 

However, a high beam energy is still desirable as it makes heat-
1-ng the plasma center less problematical. 

As can be seen from above, the mean free path is roughly 
proportional to the beam energy. The presence of hydrogen atoms 
with one-half and one-third of the acceleration potential in the 
beams, formed from H2 and H~ in the ; on source, 
greatly reduces the heat; ng effect; veness of the beam. 

Mirror plasmas are usually sufficiently small that penetra
tion is not a problem. In fact, in a number of reactor designs. 
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only 10-20% of the beam is i oni zed by the pl asma. The upper 
1 imit on the beam energy is often set in such designs by thi s 
requi rement. 

Fast ions in a tokamak often have large orbits. If the 
tokamak is completely axisymmetric, then the toroidal angular 
momentum of the ions is conserved: 19 

p~ = mv~ R + CZeR/c) A~ = constant, 

whe're R is the major r'adius, v~ is the velocity around the 
torus, m is the mass of the beam ion, Z is the charge of the 
beam ion, and ~ is the vector potential around the torus due 
primarily to the pl a sma current. The 'conservation of p~ im
plies that the orbits are periodiC and thus, if the beam par
ticles don't hit the wall or limiter, they are confined. The 
a.ngul a'r momentum of the ions as they gyrate about the field 
line.s is also conserved. This implies that the magnetic moment 
of the particles is conserved as the magnetiC field strength is 
v'aried along a field line since M v..L.PL =; constant together w·ith 

VI • mVI the gyroradius PL = eB/mc imphes that ~ = IJ, a constant, 

where IJ is the mag,netic moment of the pa·rti cl e and VI is the 
component of the ve·locity of the particle perpendicular to the 
field line. 

The conservat.ion of IJ implies for particles of a given VI 
a.nd total velocity v, there is an upper limit to the magnetic 
field strength for their orbits. Writing, 

£ = ! m(v~ + vI) and substituting 

v
l
= [2(£ - IJB)/m]1/2, 

IJ for v2, we see that 
I 

and that for a constant £ and IJ, there is maximum B at which v. 
= 0 and above which v is imaginary: Thus these particles are 
reflected from regions of high field strength toward regions of 
lower fi eld strength along a fiel d 1i nee Thi sis the basi s for 
confinement in the mirror concept4• 

Since the magnetic field obeys Ampere's law, v x B = 4f1/c j, 
a toroidal magnetic field falls off as l/R, where R is the 
distance from the center line of the torus. CBR = constant). 
We can approximate R = ~ (1 + r cos 9), where Ro is the 
major radlus of the magnetiC axis of the torus, r is the minor 
radius. and 9 is the angle r makes with toroidal plane CFig. 
5). Conservation of magnetic moment implies 
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mv~ = 
T 

~Bo (1 - r cos 9). 
~ 

(b) 

I 
I 

I 
r-RO~~~~~--H-

I 

I 
X Bl 8 2 1 2 - 1 2 4 4 1 

2 
Fi·g. 5 (aJ. Particles with (VII) < 2.r/R at 9=0 are trapped and 

-Vi" 
their guiding centers make banana shaped trajectories 
about the flux su·rfaces. 

( V. )2' r 5 (b). P-a-rticles w~-th.1I >·2 1f at 9=0 are not trapped., 
Vi-

·'p-a;ss~ing ,. and have orbi't·s that are shi fted depend.; ng 
on the s'i g.n of V. Taken from Ref. 6. 

As 9 f ncrea·ses toward * 'I' (Fi g. 5) R decreases and B increases, 
so that beam fons wf"th 

v~ < 2r/R at 9 = 0 
..;...&..- - 0 

v2 
1 

are trapped (as fn' a mirror) on the large R sfde of the plasma 
eff-g. 5), similar to the particles fn the Van Allen belt. 4 
Tangent.f ally f nj ected beam f ons (v! < < v.' will execute orbf ts 
whfch are cfrcles with centers displaced by a dfstance 6 from 
the magnetfc axis (Fig. 6).6 

The consequences of these shffts fs that all of the 
cofnjected (injected parallel to the plasma current) beam fons 
deposf ted outsf de the regi on of wf dth 26 are conff ned. Thf s f s 
usually the case. In contrast, all of the counter-fnjected beam 
fons deposfted in the outsfde regfon of width 26 are lost. The 
lost fast ions often sputter limiter and wall material wfth the 
result that the observed impurfty level s fn di scharges with 
counter fnjection are often higher than wfth co-injection. 
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In order to achieve better penetration with a given energy 
beam, the beam is often ori ented perpendi cul ar to the torus to 
minimize the distance to the magnetic a~is. Then the fast ions 
have vl »va a.nd have trapped (Fig. Sa) orbits. Unless the 
plasma current is large mal'\Y of the ions captured near the 
plasma edge can scatter (due to collisf.ons with plasma ions) 
into orbits that intersect the limiter and are lost. 

~R.,25cm 
_

4----l

I
\ 

R"32cm jl' 
, I 

/

'0040I:m l 
M09ntfic " 

Alii.. • 

------>-- • 
Incident 
Bealll 

Out.rmost Confin.dO.bit 
For Counter -Injection 

Incident 
8tolll 

Outerlllost Confined Orbit 
For Co-Injection 

XBL 8212-12442 

Fig. 6. Schematic of neutral injection on PLT. All of the counter 
injected ions that are captured in the shaded regi on have 
orb-its that intersect the wall of -limiter and are lost. 
Taken from Ref. 6. 

One problem with perpendicular injection arises from the fact 
that the toroi da 1 fi e 1 din tokamaks is produced wi th di screte 
coils. The toroidal field -bulges out R slightly between coils 
with the result that the field strength varies along a field line 
and the field is not axisymmetric. The loss ofaxisymmetry 
impli es that the canonical angul ar momentum around the torus is 
not conserved and the particle orbits are not necessarily periodic. 
Ions m~ be locally trapped between two coils in local minima 
in tire field or scatter off the irregularities in the field and 
eventually drift out of the plasma (Fig. 7). Perpendicular 
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i nj ect1 on produces 1 n1 ti ally trapped ions whi ch can be strongly 
affected by the ripple. 

Inject10'n into inherently non-axisymmetric systems such as 
stell arators, mi rrors, and bumpy torusecS suffers from many of 
the same problem,s asri ppled tokamaks • Nonetheless, neutral 
i njecti on 1 s bei ng used succes,sfully on ste'llarators and mi rrors. 

Flg. 7., A trapped ion i nj ected near pe,rpend.i"cularly into a 30 cm 
p'l a'sma wi th a' 3% fiel d ri pple 1's e'a!s:f1y trapped and 
det,ra'Pped in local mag,net,i'c mirrors by small angle 
sca,tteri ng due to coll i sf ons w,i th the ions and esc apes 
by ve'rtical drift. (Taken from Re,f. 6, originally 
calcu 1 ated by R. Go 1 dston ) • 

FAST ION SLOWING DOWN AND PLASMA HEATING 

The fast 10ns from neutral injection slow down by elastic 
coulomb collisions with the background ions and electrons. The 
rate at whf'ch a typical fast ion of energy Ef, charge Zf and 
atomic number Af slows down in a plasma composed of ions of 
atomic number Ai and charge Zi, and electron temperature 
Te , is given b~20 
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where the alpha term represents slowing down due to collisions 
with the ions and the beta term represents slowing down due to 
collisions with the electrons. a and s are defined as: 

and 

4 2 
8 1/2 e 1nAe ne Zf 

s = ~ ( 21r11te ) --.,.....-r.:.-~--
,;) (KT )3!2 m A 

e p f 
The critical energy Ec, is defined as the beam energy at 

which beam heating of electrons and ions is equal: 

( 2 .2/3 
213 [ In Ai) Z in i] • 

Ec = (a/s) = 14.8 Af kT e ~(ln AeJ Ai ne • 

W·hen Ef > Ec the electron he·ating ;-s greater, and when 
Ef < Ec, . the i nstaneous ion heat.i ng is greater. The two 
coulomb lagorithms a,re 

1n Ae = 23.9 + 1n (Te (eY·)! (ne (cm-3nl/2) 

and 

((
T (eV )1/2 

1n Ai = -5.2 + 1n e -3 
ne (em ) 

For typical tokamak reactor conditions with n = 1014 cm-3, 
Te = 104 eY, and 120 KeY DO injection, 1n Ai = 22.7, and 
ln Ae = 17. 

The thenna1 i zati on time is defi ned as the time it talces an 
ion to slow down from the initial energy Eo to O. 

T _ J 0 (dEf ) dt = T s 1 n (1 + (Eo 'f/2) 
Th-- E dt r ~) 

o 
where TS is a slowing down time for the electrons defined as 
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T = 
~ 

2 
- = 
8 

Af Te 3/2 1014 17 
.371 :! ('0 KeY) (-) (Tii"A) sec 

Zf ne e 

. and Eo is the injection energy. Typica·l thennalization times 
in present d'a.Y experiments are .015 - .030 seconds,primari ly 
due to the low Te [Ta'ble 1] • 

Table 1. Se'. aind injection p'a,rameters o.f the PLT AND TFTR 
ex.p.eriment.s (Ie'ff • 2') • 

PLT TFTR TFTR TFTR 

Beams 40 KeY H 120 KeY D 120 KeY 0 3.5 MeY 
CI particles 

n 5 x lO_13. 5 x 1'01:3 ' em 1014 em lOl4cm 

T 2 KeY 5 KeY 110 Keiy 1:0 KeY 

TS .,066 sec .52. sec .74 sec •. 3:7 sec 

Ec. 42 ICe:Y 2]:0 KeY 220 le'Y 470 KeV 

Th .,0"5 sec •. 062 sec •. 084 sec .377 sec 

For the ne~t ge'nera:tion o'f tokamak fu,si on experiments such 
a·s TF'TR, the the'nnaH z'attion t:hnes are rou,g,h'ly .06 seconds, 
whil e 3.5 MeY a,l pha pa;rti-c:l e.s in TFTR w;f 11 h'ave thenna li zati on 
times of roughly •. 4 seconds. The a'lpha pa.rt:fcles will p.rimarily 
heat the el ectrons (ECI » Ecrf-t) where'as the f'ast beam ions 
wi 11 primari ly he.'at the pl asma ions. 

Neutra 1 beams are used for heati ng on PL T.. POX, ISX, 0- II I, 
TFR, ASDEX, DITE, JFT-2, JIPPT-II, and T-l1.0 On PLT the ion 
temperature was heated to approximately 7 KeY with 2.5 MW of 
DO neutral beams injected into a ~drogen pl asma2 (Fig. 8). 
TFTR, JET and JT -60 wi 11 all use ne.utral beams. 

TFTR6 is desi gned to t'ake advantage of the fact that the 
DT fusion cross section peaks between 100 KeY and 200 KeV. 
Thus, 120 KeY deuterium beam ions have a si gni fi cant probabil i ty 
of reacting with the tritium ions while they are slowing down. 
Most of the contri buti on to the fusi on reacti on rate comes from 
the high energy tail (near 100 KeY) of the Maxwell-Soltzman 
distribution, and with 120 KeV DO neutral injection, all of 
the beam ions are injected at near the optimum velocity for 
fusion. Taking advantage of the reacting beams, scientific 
break-even {defined as the condition where the fusion power 
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produced in the plasma is comParable tg the heating power can be 
achieved with norE - 1013 sec/ct inst3ad of the more 
severe requi rement that norE - 101 sec/cm ~~en the fusi on 
power must be produced by thermonucl ear reacti ons • 

Fig. 8. 

10r-----~----~----~----~----~--~ 
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700 
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Cha,rge-exchange ion temperature in PLT for the injection 
of 2.5 MW DO beams into an H+ plasma, measured by a 
mass selective (H+) fast neutral detector. (Taken 
from Refs. 6,21). 

Neutral beams are a crucial part of < producing confined 
particles in mirror experiments4• As we have seen, particles 
with small enough v./v at the center low field region are 
confined. From conservation of energy and magnetic moment one 

v. ' 
can show that particles with pitch angles ~c=v < {1 - Bc/Bm are 
confined, where Bc is the field at the low field central point 
along the fi el d 11 ne at which E; cis detenni ned and 8m is 
maximum field along the field line. Particles with larger tc 
are unconfined since VI never goes to zero. Thus a mirror con
fined plasma consists of particles with v,/v < tc. Collisions 
which change the pitch angle can change the particle from con
fined to unconfined. Thus the particles are confined for a col
lision time. The ion and electron collision times for 90· 
changes in the pitch angle are given below. 
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Tif 
2 x 1011 fM E3/ 2 sec = Z2 Z2 i n R.nA 1 2 

and 

1010 
T3/ 2 sec T = ee ninA e 

where Z = qie a'nd Mis the ion m'ass in atomi c u.nits; Ei is the 
ion energy in keY; Te is the electron temperature in keY. For 
Te S Ei, as is the usual ca,se for beam heated mirrors, Tee 
« TH , a-nd the electrons quickly become unconfi ned. The 
electrons thus waul d 1 ea'k out of the mi rror much more qui ckly 
than the ions except that the positive charge of the ions holds 
the electrons back. Thu,s a positive potential, e, forms which 
hold:s the electrons back (confining them electrostatically) so 
that the ia,n a:nd electron lass rates are equal. The electrons 
have to be confi ned for m'a,ny electron co 11 i si on ti mes whi ch 
reCiluire:s the electrostat'ic potential e " »Te. However e. 
must be less th'an the' ion energy Ei if the ions are to be 
confined so o:ne must ha.ve: Te « efl < Ei. Since the ions are 
hotter' than the electron:s, the ions slow down a'nd heat the 
electrons by collision,s. The fast ions thus must be heated 
conti nu.o.u,s.ly , usually. w~th ne.u,tra,l beams. Taki'ng a.1l of these 
effe.ct.s into account4, we f~rnd that for mirror machines the nT 
(product of dens.ity and ene.rgy conf'inement time) is g,ive.n by4 

where Eo is the i nj ected neutral beam energy in keY. Thus 
hi gh energy neutra:l beams are useful for good confi nement in 
mirrors. The ions could also be heated by, radiofreguency 
methods and prelimina~ experimental work on this has begun4,5. 

CHARGE EXCHANGE RECOMBINATION 

In Section II, we saw that the reaction 

A+q + HO ~ A+q-1 + H+ 

where A+q is an impurity of charge q, had cross sections of -
Zl.2 x 1.4 x 10-16 em2.Whlle this cross section was not 
large enough to greatly alter the neutral beam penetration 
situation, thes cross se~tion2 for this charge exchange could 
still be 10-1 to 10-1 em. This charge exchange is an 
additional recombination mechanism for the impurity ions which 
can alter the charge state distribution of the impurities. 
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Since the impurities would be more recombined, and have more 
electrons to excite than would be the case without charge 
exchange recombination, the total impurity radiation could be 
increased by the injecti~n of neutral beams into a plasma 
containing some impurities. 

A convenient w~ of parameterizing the effect is in terms of 
the ratio of the neutral density to the electron density. In 
coronal equilibrium, the relative abundance of adjacent 
ionization states is detennined by the ratio of their total 
i oni zati on and recom·bi nati on ra>tes8 ' 

n 'R Rad + Die + ( I ) cx 
~-l • r-:- · Cl9 °l no ne Cl9 
q q-l q-l 

w~re CI~ad is the radi a·ti ve recombi nati on rate coeffi ci ent, 
aQle is the dielectronic recombination rate coefficient, 
Kq i s the e·l ectron i oni zati on ra'te. alnd ' 

cx q 
Clq • °cx v'be. • 

Thu,s the u,sua 1 coronal e.qu.i 1 i brium charge state di stri buti on 
and radia,tion losse.s a·re modified (Fig.9). Very little of the 
radi ati on enhanceme.nt comes from the charge exchange event and 
the subsequent rad.i ati ve decay. Most of the radi ati on comes 
from subseque.nt electron excita'tion and radiative decilY of the 
recombined ions. 

This radiation has been observed on several tokamaks. 23,24 
For the most practical situations, the increase in the impurity 
radi ati on caused by charge exchange recombi nati on duri ng neutral 
beam injection is only a small fraction of the beam heating 
power. . 

However, in DITE the increase in the radiative losses was as 
1 arge as the beam heati ng power, resu1 t1 ng in no heati ng wi th 
the beall. 25 Fortunately, DITE had somewhat atypical 
conditions compared to most other beam injected tokamaks. The 
beam energy was low, decreasi ng Vo and therefore i ncreasi ng 
no, the neutral density. DITE also had relatively high 
impurity levels, especially C, 0 and Ti. The radiation in DITE 
was also observed to be toroidal assymetric. The radiation rate 
near the beam was as much as a factor of 3 or more higher than 
the rad~\tion l800 around the torus from the beam. Detailed 
modeling showed that this was consistent with charge 
exchange recombi nati on in the beam 1 i ne of si ght and subsequent 
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ionization as the impurity ions diffused along the field lines 
aw~ from the beam. 

Al though charge excha.nge recombination enhanced radiation is 
not a major pa,rt of the power balance in most beam heated 
tokamaks, it ca·n be important if the conditions are right (low 
ne' hi gh no, hi gh impurity concentrations). The process 
al so affects the spectroscopically observed charge state 
distri butio'n, a,nd must be included. when usi ng the observed 

10"24 
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... ~ 1625 .. 
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;; 
~: .. 
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Kiu 
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Fig. 9. Neutral beam modified coronal equilibria for iron. The 
beam energy is 20 keV/AMU. The curves are parametrized 
by the neutral fraction no/nee Shown are the average 
charge state <Z>, and (b) the overall radiation rate 
coefficient P/nenz, both as functions of the elec
tron temperature. (Taken from Ref. 8). 

charge state distributions to determine the effects of beam 
injection on impurity transport. 
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CURRENT DRIVE AND HIGH ENERGY BEAMS 

It is becomi ng a common percepti on that if tokamaks are to 
be seriously considered for fusion reactor designs, they must be 
steady state. The thennal cycling stresses produced when the 
tokamak must shut down and start up again cause enonnous 
engineering problems. Thus a method for driving the current in 
a tokamak, or any other concept which relies on induced internal 
currents such as spheroma.ks, reversed fi e1 d pi nches and reversed 
field mirrors, would enhance the reactor prospects of that 
fusion containment approach. 

Tangentially injected neutral beams fonn a circulating ion 
current 3 

nb < v I > e Zs 
jcirc= 21rRo ' 

where jCirc is the local current density of fast ions, nb is 
the density of beam ions, <v,> is their average parallel velo
city, Zs is the charge of the beam ions, and Ro is the major 
radius of the torus. The directed flow of the fast ions will 
try to drag the electrons along through coulomb collisions. In 
the absence of collisions, tMs electron current would cancel 
the ion current. 

However, the electrons will slow down due to collisions with 
the backgrou.nd plasma. For the classical case, the friction of 
the beam ions on the electrons will equal the friction of the 
electrons on the background plasma for IB = leff. The in
clusion of trapped electrons (which cannot circulate toroidally 
as e'asfly as the passing electrons), leads to a reduction in the 
electron current which would imply that a current would be 
dri ven even if Zs = leff. The total beam dri ven current is 
then 

jb = jCirc (1 - ZblZeff (1 - G (leff, E))) 

where G is the neoclassical correction which depends on leff 
and E = r/Ro. G is usually - 1/2. 26 

This current has been observed on DITE.27 Experimental 
verification 1s difficult since the experiment must be done for 
a skin time (time for the magnetic field to resistively diffuse 
through the plasma) and the typical skin times are long compared 
to the pulse length of most machines. Clear signs that neutral 
beams have injected momentum into the p1fsma have been observ
ed. Rotation speeds of up t0

2S
1.2 x 10 cm/sec have been ob-

served on PLT with co-injection (Fig. 10). 

The optimum conditions for neutral beam current drive in-
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volve a complicated set of tradeoffs. However recent studies26 
f ndf cate that the optimum beam energy for current dri ve ina re
ac tor is - 1 Me V for DO, wi th about 100 MW of i nj ected power 
required. 

Given the interest in good penetr'ation and therefore high 
energy for heati ng and hi gh energy for current dri ve, consf der
able effort is being spent on the development of negative ion 
based neutral beams that woul d have essentially the same pl asma 
physics as posit.iv.e ion based neutral beams-. 

Recently .studies ha',ve bee'n done of the adva·ntage.s and feasi
bi H ty of usi ng ei the.r very h'igh energy neutral beams of atoms 
with Z > 1 based on neg,ative ions or on very hig.h energy single 

PLASMA ROTATION (toroidal) 
1.5.--.--'---.---.---r---,---.--""'I 

Fe-Lim-iter 
al=4'Qcm 

0:.3 2'I·NB 
(2I'CO) 

0 ..... -4-0 
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/f---" 
~ , 

/ \ l r.xr.....-l\ 
-

Cll\ HI l -\.-t-J. ........ ~ l ...... ' ....... . ---,.0., - --___ ....... ~ 
- 1Oo--·:~tpoH 

400 450 500 550 600 
TIME (msec) 

XBL 8212-12444 

Fig .• 10. The toroidal rotation velocity in PLT as a function 
of time for 1.5 MW of coinjected neutral beams (with 
an iron limi ter) • The di fferent impuri ty ions and 
~drogen light refer to different radial positions. 
(Taken from Ref. 28.) 

. ionized bem's of such ions as B+, Na+, etc. for plasma 
heating. 29 ,3 The major advantage of these beams is that they 
would have a very high energy (- 1 MeV/amu) and therefore would 
have very small currents for a given power compared to 100 KeY 
to 50p KeY neutral hydrogen beams (basically l/ZZ less current 
and Z higher energy lor a given beam power). 
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The light atom neutral beam would penetrate into the plasma 
as a high energy neutral. Then the atom would be singly 
ionized, and begin to drift in the magnetic field. As the 
singly ionized ion was successively ionized to progressively 
higher charg.e states, the gyroradius would shrink (p a liZ), and 
the orbit would change. The excursions from the flux surface 
would also become smaller (Fig. 11). The combination of a 
penetrati on a.s a hi gh energy neutral and as a dri fti ng i on wi th 
a shri nki ng gyroradi us can lead to very centrally peaked heati ng 
profiles. 

The accurate computation of these orbits requires a know-
1 edge of the i on impact ion; zati on cross sect; ons for the i n
jected atoms at energies of - 1 MeV/amu. The computations (Fig. 
11) were done using a semi-classical prescription31 (Fig. 
12). More accurate cross secti ons wou1 d be useful if they 
become available. 

. . 

• 'P • . 

Ffg. 11. A trajectory of a 32 
fnto a larger plasma. 
as ft drffts toward 
Ref. 29). 

. ..... 

XBL 8212-12445 

MeV oxygen neutral atom injected 
The fon fs progressively fonized 

the pl a sma center. (Taken from 
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Fig. 12. Proton impact ionization cross sections for carbon as a 
function of the relative energy. (Taken from Ref. 29, 
based on Ref. 31). 

NEUTRAL BEAM SYSTEMS 

GENERAL PARAMETERS 

The 1 arge fusi on experiments that wi 11 operate duri ng the 
1980' s requi re tens of megawatts of neutral hydrogen or 
deuterium beams with particle energies of about 40-80 
keY/nucleon, and pu1 se lengths up to 30 seconds. These beams 
are obtai ned by charge exchange in low-pressure gases. 
Preliminary designs for future experiments and reactors use 
injection energies of more than 100 keY/nucleon; it is assumed 
that these beams will be obtained by co11isional- or 
photo-detachment of electrons from intense, energetic beams of 
negative ions • 

. For a number of technical reasons neutral beam systems are 
built arid operated as a number of separate modules. Typical 
parameters for a positive-ion module are: accelerated current 
- 40·- 100 A, active area (accelerator area) - 200 - 400 cm2, 
acce 1 erator transparency - 50%, current dens; ty at the plasma -
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0.2 - 0.5 A cm- 2 • Details of b/o typical modules are given in 
refere~ces 32 3nd 33. 

Positive-Ion Systems 

An artists conceptio~ of the Princeton Plasma Physics 
Laboratory TFTR experiment with four neutral beam injection 
lines (three s~own 3t the right) is given in Fig. 13. 

:'-!!.L~~"I .. / 
-; 11-

~~~~..,~./, 
.............. I'll 

I' 
hi 

XBB 827.,.607E 
Fig. 13. Artist's conception of the Princeton Plasma Physics 

Laboratory TFTR experiment. 

Eac1 of tfle neutral injection lines "las three 120 kV, 65 A{power 
supply drain) plasma source/accelerator modules. Four beamlines 
(12 source modules) will inject ahout 20 MW (tot31) of 120 KeV 
DO atoms into the confined plasma. 34 The cost of such a 
system is several dollars per \'Iatt of neutral beam. 

A system of this type, based on the production, accelera
tion, and neutralization of positive ions is shown sChematicall~ 
in Fig. 14. A moderately dense plasma (ni = n(; > 101 
cm- 3 ) is producer! by a d.c. or r.f. discharge in a chamber 
containing hydrogen or deuterium at -1 o \'1 pressure, typically 1-10 
mtorr. Neither the energy distributions of the electrons, ion, 
atoms and molecules, nor the composition of this partially
ionized gas are known in detail. The bulk of the electrons have 
a temperature of a few electron volts, and there is a population 
with energies up to about 100 eV. The diassociation of the 
hydrogen in the discharge chamber is inferred from a model, and 
is very uncertai n, perhaps 50%. The i on temperature is inferred 
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from tne angular distribution of an accelerated beam, and is 
also subject to large uncertainties, but is less' than one 
electron volt. 

In addition to tne atomic and molecular hydrogen ions, the 
plasma also contains impurities, especially oxygen, that may be 
accelerated and neutralized, and/or may affect the composition 
of tne hydrogen plasma (H+:H2:H3). Present plasma 
sources typ; cally gi ve i on beams II/hi cn are about 1 % oxygen, in 
the form of a water ion. Thi sis unacceptably 1 arge for many 
planned experiments. There is little information about other 
contaminants. 

TOKAMAK NEUTRAL BEAM INJECTOR 

Magnetic. coils 

liquid He dewar 
Beam duct , 

Ion source 

Neutralizer 

Cryopanel chevrons 

NEUTRAL BEAM INJECTOR AND THE TOKAMAK (TFTR) 
. eBB 826-5474 

Fig. 14. Schematic of a positive-ion-based neutral beam line, 
from the viewpoint of the neutral beam developer. 

Ions and e1 ectrons in the p1 asma eventually reach the wall s 
of tne discharge chamber. Attached to one of the '"all s is an 
accelerator structure containing tnree or four electrodes, each 
containing many slots or circular holes. The plasma generator 
and accelerator combine into a single module often called an 
"ion source". Ions and neutral gas from the pl asma generator 
pass through the accelerator into the neutralizer. The 
neutra 1 i zer is a regi on one or two meters long, whi ch contai ns 
hydrogen or deuterium gas at an average pressure of a few 
mil1itorr, i.e., the accelerated ions enter a region containing 
about 1016 molecules cm- 2, in which neutralization by 
electron, capture can occur. Molecular ions also produce 
neutrals by collisional dissociation. 
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The remaining part of the neutral beam system, by far the 
largest. and most expensive part, consists of components to 
separate the neutral and resi dual ion beams, cryogeni c vacuum 
pumps, diagnostics, power supplies, and computers for data 
acquisition and control. A description of a complete system is 
given in Ref. 35. The required gas pumping-speed in a 10ng
pu1 se system, such as is shown in Fi g. 14, is 1 arger than 30 m2 
of cryopump at a few degrees Kelvin. 

Negati ve- Ion Systems Neutral beam systems based on 
negative hydrogen ions will be used for acceleration and 
neutral i zati on at energi es above approximately 100 keY Inuc1eon, 
because of the higher neutralization efficiencies that are 
possible with negative ions. 

Negative-ion-based beams are potentially attractive at lower 
energies, if suitable powers and power densities can be 
achieved. The advantages will be a ,single-energy beam, 
(hopefully) with fewer impurities. The same basic beamline 
components will be required, as for positive-ion systems. 
However, ma~ of the components will be of very different 
design. The physics of the negative ion sources is completely 
di fferent. Between the accelerator and the neutral i zer there 
may be a strong-focussi ng transport secti on, so that most of the 
neutral-beam system can be outside of the radiation shielding 
around the fusion experiment (Fig. 15). Neutralizers may 
contain either gas or plasma, but the most attractive technique 
at present is photodetachment by a powerful laser beam. 

Negati ve-i on-based neutral beam systems are in the early 
stages of development. The first applications on fusion 
experiments are expected to be in the mid-1990's. Present 
development activities on negative-i on sources is about 
evenly split between two -production mechanisms: electron capture 
in a metal vapor36 ,37, or production on low-work-function 
surfaces. 38 ,39 A third production technique, dissociative 
attachment in a discharge40 , is in the research phase and 
shows considerable promise. 

Efficiencies - There are several types of efficiency to 
consider, e.g. the neutralization efficiency, and the system 
efficiency. From an application viewpoint, it is the system 
cost and the system efficiency that are of most interest. 
However, for the present discussion, the topic of interest is 
the neutralization efficiency. Calculated curves of this 
neutralization efficiency, defined as neutral-beam power divided 
by accelerated-beam power, are shown as a function of energy for 
several ions and neutralizers in Fig. 16. The potential 
advantage of negative ions, and especially a negative-ion beam 
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with a photodetachment neutralizer, is clear. 
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Fig. 15 .•. Schem'at.ic of a ne.gative-ion-based ne.utral beam system 
wlith ne,g,ative-ion accelerator and neutra'lize.r naser' 
components out, of the line of sig,ht for neutrons and 
g;anma!s .• 

W,i'th one except>ion, no u,se·ful role has been found for mole
cular ion (02, oj) beams, in fact, 1't is almost always 
desi re'aM e to mfnimi'ze the D~ and oj components from 
ion sources. TM s is because Dl ions produce neutral s with 
h'a,l f of the accel era·ted energy a·nd oj ions gi ve 
one-thfrd-energy neutral s. These low-ene.rgy neutrals rarely 
pe.netrate far enough into the target. pla.sma to do anything 
usefu.l. 

POSITIVE-ION BASED SYSTEMS 

~In this' section some deta-ils of atomic physics processes in 
positive-ion systems will be sununarfzed. An excellent review of 
this topfc is given in Ref. 41; this paper contains many refer
ences which will not be repeated here. The variety of physical 
processes, especially f n the pl a sma source, i's·l arge, and know
ledge of the physical conditions (the electron-energy distribu
tion, for example) is usually poor. Moreover, inmost f on 
sources the wall interactions play a decisive role, and the 
physical condition of these surfaces is unknown, and perhaps 
unknowable. Finally, many of the phenomena are controlled as 
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much by plasma effects as by atomic physics. Still, progress 
requires at least a qualitative understanding of the physics 
involved. 
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Fig. 16. Neutraliza,tion efficiencies for several ion beams and 
neutralizers. 

ION SOURCE 

Volume Atomic Processes - A list of what is believed to be 
the more important reactions taking place in the volume of a 
hydrogen pla,sma fs given fn Table 2. Cross sections for some of 
these are given fn Figures l7a and b. Some points of special 
interest are the thresholds for production of H+, Hi, and 
Hj ions, becau,se in genera·l we want to maximi ze H+ 
producti on and mf nfm; ze H~ and Hj producti on, and 
sometimes want to maximfze the H2· 

Impurities also are ionized by the electrons. These fmpuri
ties come from the cathodes and walls of the discharge chamber, 
the 1 argest component bei ng oxygen. From an analysf s of the 
accelerated beams, we infer that oxygen impurity ions, primarily 
hydride-fons, constitute several percent of the plasma under 
typical conditions. 

Surface Atomi c Processes - Atomi c processes at the di scharge 
chamber walls pla.y an important role. and. fn principle, could 
pla.y a domfnant role in the determfnatfon of the composition of 
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Fig. 17. Cros,s se.cttons of reactions occurring in the volume of 

a\ hy,d,rogen pl a'sma. 

the. pla,sma. Hydrogen molecules introduced into the chamber are 
pa,rt.ia"lly di ssocia'ted by the d1 scha,rge. For the neutra] IJydrogen 
densi'ties existing i'n these sources, about 1014 cm-:r, most 
of the a,toms a,nd molecu1 es go to the wall s wi thout gas 
collf.s'ions, and then retu,rn to the volume in the·ir origfna1 or 
di fferent states. IJ recombi nati on di d not occur at the wall s, 
then the neutr'al hydrogen atom component of the gas coul d be 
incre'ased, and the molecular-ion fraction of the beam de
crea:sed. So far, we have not found a practical way to do thi s. 
Heating the walls to - 2300C is a possfble. but difficult 
engineering approach. Oxygen found in neutral beams is assumed 
to come from chemical reactions between atomic hydrogen and 
oxides. 

Source Model - We need a model of the plasma in an ion 
source in order to predict how to make improvements. For 
ex-ample-l for some applications it is important that the atomic 
(H+, D) i on percentage of the accelerated beam be 90% or 
greater. The properties of the di scharge are strongly dependent 

~~eP~~~~~4~n~r~~0:i~e~i'f~~~s f~~ i~~ ~~~~~~ aa~dd a;oi:~u;:~l!~l~~ 
processes (Fig. 17), a recombination coefficient for the walls 
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Table 2. Hydrogen reactions occurring in the volume of an ion
source plasma. Three types of excitation reactions are 
included. 

+ H+ H+ 
H2 + e H + e -,. H + 2e + e -,. + 

3 
H+ + 2H + e 

H2 + e -,. 2H + e H+ + e -,. H2 + H, 3H 3 
+ + 

H2 + e -,. H2 + 2e H3 + e -,. H2 + H, + e 

+ * H2 + e -,. 2H H + e -,. H (2s,2p) + e 

+ 
H2 + e -. H+ + H + e 

+ + * H2 + H2 -. H3 + H H +. e -,. H2(B,e,D) + e 
2 

* H2 + e -,. H2(v=1,2,3) + e 

and a self-consistent calculation of the electron energy 
distribution yield 0+, D2, and D~ current densities 
at the wall s. The reaction rates for the processes used are 
given in Fig. 18 a"b. W·ith the model of Reference 42 it is 
posslb 1 e to predict the ratios of H+ , H2, and H~ 
over a wide range of arc power if the wall recombination 
coefficient is assumed to be T = 0.2 :6: 0.1. 

Magnetic Filter - The concept of a "magnetic filter"43 is 
shown in Fi g. 19. Hi gh energy electrons (50-100 eV) enter the 
plasma from a sheath at the filaments, and would produce H+, 
Hi and H~ ions throughout the vo 1 ume if no barri er 
existed. The inclusion of a weak transverse magnetic field (-
100G) prevents most of the hi gh-energy electrons from reachi ng 
the accelerator, because they must diffuse across the -magnetic 
f11 ter- and experi ence energy-degradi ng co 111 si ons in the 
process. The electrons near the accelerator have too low an 
energy to produce many molecul ar ions, but hel p destroy the 
molecular ions that diffuse from the filament side. In this w~ 
the H+ fraction at the accelerator can be raised by as much as 
ten percentage points. There is, of course, a price: The arc 
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power must be raised to maintain the same ion density at the 
accelerator. 

Experimentally it was found in the first try that the 
electron temperature on the filament side is - 10 eV and the 
accelerator side -6 eV; six electron volts is sufficient to 
produce molecular ions. The computer model shows that the 
o~timum electron temperature is about 3 eV. At the optimum the 
H fracti on of ions in the accel erated beam is about 90%. The 
computer model also predicts the optimum length of the filtered 
plasma. i.e •• the opti'mum distance from the filter to the 
accelerator. 

ACCELERATOR 

The atomic physics processes in the accelerator are of the 
same kind as -given in the ne.xt· section. namely ionization and 
c ha:rge exchang.e in the g,a:s passi ng from the plasma source to the 
neutra li zer. Severa,l percent o.f the ion scan interact w·i-th the 
neut.ra1 gas while being accelerated. Ion-electron collision 
products ca,n be troublesome. e •.• g .•• elec.trons a're accelerated in 
the backward direction a·nd may produce x-r~s or melt the ion 
source. 

NEUTRAL1ZER 

The neutralizer section of nearly all po,sitive-ion-based 
neutral beam systems is a relatively simple mechani'cal device 
one or two meters long. with a cross section slightly larger 
than that of the beam from the accelerator. At the position 
where the beam enters it. the neutral ga·s streaming through the 
accelerator from the neutralizer has a density of about 
1014 cm-3• At the exit end of the neutra·1fzer. the density 
is an order of magni tude lower. The 1 ength of the neutra 11 zer 
is set by the desi re to convert as much of the i on beam to 
neutrals a.s is consistent with the optical properties and cost 
of additional beamline. 

Collisions in the neutralizer produce a plasma (n-
109_1010cm-3) with electron energies of several eV. The 
effects. if any. on the composition of the neutralizing gas have 
not been determined. 

Cross Sections - In the neutrali zer there is a competition 
between the conversion of atomic positive ions to neutrals. 
governed by the cross section alO (Fig. 20a) and the 
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eros,s section,s for conversion of H+ to HO, alO' 
i'n Hz{a) and eonv,ersi'on of HO to H+ , aOl' in 
H2,(b). 

destruction of neutra,ls, alO', (:Ffg.. 20b). Usually we can 
i gno.re the cro~s,s sections for production and destruct.ion of 
ne,gia,ttve ions when ca·lcu'a:ting· the neu:tra:1 yf:e·l d (this 1's not 
true when one i's intere.sted in the emerg.i ng ion beams; a,t lower 
ene:rgi-es. (- 10 keY) approximate'ly one perce,nt o'f the acce'l erated 
pos:f ti ve ion be'am ca'n be converted to ne.ga,t,i ve ions). Molecular 
ions are d'i ssoci ated or ne.utra:l i zed before equ; li bri um of the 
hfg:h-ene.rgy c.ompone:nt ; s ach1'eved. 8ecau.se actual neutrali zers 
a',re not of equilibrium thicknesses, some molecular ions survive 
a:nd, in fact., a:re u,se,ful for system diagnostfcs4'4. However, 
we do not i·nc.l ude the ero,ss sections here; these data can be 
found' in compfl ati ons such a,s the seri es Atomi c Data for 
Fu.sion45• 

Neutral Fractions - From a different,i al equation i ncl ud; ng 
electron captu.re and e·lectron loss, we find that the neutral 
fracti on of a beam ori gi onally consi sti ng of H+ ions, after 
traversi ng a neutra 1 i zer wi th a "thi ckness" of y 

molecules/cm2, is 

, 

where alO and aOl are electron capture and loss cross 
seciions, and y is the neutralizer thickness in molecules 
cm-. In the limit of an infinitely thick target 
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Fig. 21. The neutralization efficiency for a thick target 
alo/( alO + a(U)· 

Fo __ alO 
CD ----:+:---. 

ala aO! 

FO. obtained from the data of Fig. 20. is shown in Fig. 21. 
Note that the efficiency falls off approximately as E-4 at 
h'i gih energies. The approach to FO a,s the neutral i zer 
thick,nes's is incre~ased is shown in Fig. CD22 for 80 key/At·tU ions. 
A·s a practical matter. increa,s,ing the neutraliz'ation efficiency 
u;sual1y me:ans inc,re,'asi ng the g:as throughput. and hence the 
pumping required. As a compromise. system designers m~ u,se a 
neu:tra'l i zer gi vi ng about 90% of FO. 

CD 

Ga:ses other than hydrogen m~ be used a,s neutral i zers. Some 
ye,'a',rs ago several large mirror experiments built up a confined 
pla'sma in an ultra-high vacuum by -Lorentz-ionization" of 
neutral beams. Beams of highly-excited a,toms {magnesium vapor 
is a good neutra 11 zer for produci ng them} were i oni zed by the 
action of the equivalent electric field £" = y x B in the 
trapping region. In general use. however. FO is pretty much 
independent of the gas used. and nYdrogen is thE!common choice. 

Re¥ion between Neutralizer and Plasma - To accomodate the 
ion-de lection magnet. ion-beam stops. calorimeters and duct 
through the coil s of the confi nement experiment. the beam 11 ne 
following the neutralizer m~ be six or more meters long. To 
prevent appreciable re-ionization of the neutral beam. the 
average background gas. (mostly nYdrogen) density must be such 
that anL « 1 for all neutral particles (Fig. 20b). This can be 
aChieved by large c~opumps and careful analysis and control of 
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Fig,. 22.,. The'a,pproach to equfl'fbrium with increasi ng ta'rget' 
tM;c:k'ne:s~s,., 

where str~ beams strfke surfaces and cau,se gas· to be evolved • 

. This regJon p.re'sents many chan enges to the engi neer and to 
the phys.fci'st deye l,opi n9 neutral beam di ag,nos,ti cs. 

NEGArlYE ION BASED SYSTEMS 

There is no operational high-current neutral beam system 
based on negative ions, and may not be for 5-15 years because 
the mai n i ncenti ve for thi s expensi ve development is a future 
fusion experiment not yet approved, and perhaps not yet 
conceived. However, the perceived need and required lead time 
are so great that the research and deye 1 opment programs around 
the world are growing rapi d.ly. There are many areas requi ri ng 
work by atomic and plasma physicists. 

Negative-Ion Generator 

Three ways to fOnD large sources of negati ve hydrogen ions 
are currently being considered; they are, in the order in which 
they are being tried: 
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Conversi on of low-Energy Posi ti ve Ions to Negati ve Ions by 
Charge Exchange - The research' descri bed in Refs. 36 and 37 is 
based on the production of a high-current low-energy positive
ion beam which passes through an alkali or alkaline-earth-metal 
vapor. and emerges as a mixture of H+. HO. and H-. The 
negative-ion yields that ca·n be obtained from a thick target are 
quite largi! at low ion energies (Fig. 23).46 as much as 50%. 
From a practical viewpoint. additional factors must be con
sidered,. eg. obtainable posit.ive-ion current densities. scat
teri ng. space cha·rge effects. etc. 

The· complication of the add'ition of a heavy-metal charge
excha,nge cell. a,nd the p.ossibil1ty of contamination of the 
fusion expe,ri'ment by the metal vapor. have made this negative
ion approach les,s attractive than the surface-production 
technique. 

Praduction on SlI·rfaces - The approaches described in Refs. 
38 a.nd 3'9 make use of the fa·tr'ly 1 a,rge em; ssi on of neg'ati ve ions 
from s·u,rfaces bomba:rded by low-e'ne.rgy ions and neutra'l s. 
e'speci a>l'ly those surfaces that have low work functons and hi gh 
atomic-masses. Examples of pure alkali metal negative-ion 
seconda,ry emission coefficients are g,iven in Fig. 24. 47•48 A 

Fig. 23. 
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+ The percentage conversion of H to H- in thick 
alkaline-earth targets. 
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Fig. 25. 
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Ne.g!a;ti ve 1-on' sec.ond'ary em; 5,5.; on coe,ffi c;'ents for' pure 
a~lik'a,U meta~'s .• 

Schematic of a surface-production negative ion source. 
The Mo ·converter" is ina pl asma contai ni ng hydrogen 
and cesium ions, and is biased positive with respect 
to. the plasma. 

" 
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model has been developed that explains these results, and those 
for parti al coverages yi el di ng lower work functions .( for ex
ample, a partial monolayer of Cs on Mo). We also know that the 
H- yield for thermal bombardment energies is rising with 
energy, but very low. Unfortunately, data are mi ssi ng for the 
critical region between about 3 eV and 100 eVe From experiments 
with an actual ion source containing f1.ydrogen and cesium39 in 
which the energy spectra of negative ions are measured 
carefully, it appears that the negati ve ions are produced by 
scattering of < 10 eV neutrals, or by a different process, e.g., 
collisional desorption of H- from the surface. These H
pro<iJuction roles in sources consequently are still research 
topics. 

Volume Production Charge-Exchange and Surface - The H
production techni ques require the use of cesium on other metal 
vapors and pl a·smas. We woul d rather not use such materi al s neta 
accelerators and confinement experiments. It has been shown 
that quite la·rge H- densiti es ca'n exi st ina pl asma. (Whether 
currents of interest to fusion can be drawn from a volume 
production source, and if so, with satisfactory electron and gas 
control, remains to be seen.) 

The proposed formati on mechani sm ;'s di ssoci ati ve attachment 
of low-energy elect'rons to vibration'ally excited H2 molecules: 

e + H2(Y > 6) • Hi. H- + H 

Thi s topic 1 s di scussed in Ref. 49. The producti on and 
destruction of the vibrationally-excited molecules ;n the plasma 
and at the walls is an important research topiC. 

Neutra li zer 

There are several intriguing possibilities for efficient 
neutralizers. The reason 1s that neutralization is obtained by 
removing a weakly-bound electron, rather than by adding an 
electron as in the positive ion case. The electron can be 
removed by collisions with gas atoms or molecules or charged 
particles, or by photodetachment. From Fig. 16, the neutrali
zation efficiency is seen to be high (> 60%). It is even higher 
in an ionized gas, and can approach 100% ;n a photodetachment 
neutrali zer. In all of these neutrali zati on schemes the neutra
l i zati on effi ci ency at hi gh energi es is; ndependent of energy 
because the cross sections for loss of an electron from an H
ion and from an HO atom have the same energy dependence. 

Figure 22 shows that there is a value of the target thick
ness for which the neutrali zation efficiency is a maximum. If 
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we neglect cross sections other than the two-electron loss cross 
sections for the H- ion and HO atom. 0'-10 and 0'01- res
pectively. then 

1 nC 0' -1,0' (01) 
.. = 

°01 - °-10 

A more accurate result is obtained by includ'ing colHsions in 
which two electron,s are lost. with the cross section 0'-11. 
These can be included in the fonnul a for TJ by repl aci ng 0'-10 
by 0'-10 + 0',-11 e.verywhe're e'Xcept in the numerator pf the 
first tenn. At low e'nergi'es a negative ion production te,nn must 
be included. but thts proce'ss is neg:ligible at energies of 
interest to fu:s.i on. 

The prac.tical u,se of la,se,rs for photodetachment is di scussed 
in Relf. 50. The i'onizaition cross section pealts at a photon 
ene,rgy of about 1 •. 5 e'Y. wh'i'ch is not, far from the wa,velength of 
the' powerfu.1 ste:ardy-state i'odi'ne' chemf'cal 1 a,sers., 

In addition to offeri ng the possibility of approximately 
100% neutra If zati on. the photodetachment approach offers other 
ad,va'nt'a,ges.. The abse,nce of left-over ion beams to dispose of 
makes the neutral be'am system much simpler and cheaper. 
Moreover, the phot'oi oni zation process is se 1 ectfve, so that 
impurit.ies may be e'limina·ted from the neutral beam. 

DIAGNOSTICS 

Good di ag,nost,ic,s of physica:l conditi ons in vari ous parts of 
the neutra'l beam 1 i ne is important in the research and 
developme.nt phase, and in the operations phase. Because power 
densities in present neutral beams are tens of kilowatts per 
squa,re centimeter, and pul ses a,re > 1 S, it is difficult. or 
impossible to sample the neutral beams for composition or 
impurities with solid analyzers, especially when the beams are 
being injected into the plasma targets. Techniques are in use, 
or need to be developed, which utilize natural emission from the 
beam, or non-perturbing optical or particle probes. 

The most important neutral beam properties are the currents 
and angular distributions of the full-, half-, and one-third-
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energy hydrogen or deuterium atoms that reach the plasma, and 
the currents of neutral impurities. No good techniques for 
measuring impurity currents have be.en developed, and the very 
useful doppler-shift optical techni que measurements (described 
next) are made in the neutralizer rather than at the exit end of 
the beam 1i nee We expect laser techni ques to provide powerful 
diagnostic aids in coming years. 

Doppler-Shifted Light--The energy and spatial distributions 
of a neutr'al beam can be measured by observi ng the doppler
shi fted Hu and H'8 1 tght emitted by the beam as it transverses 
the neutral i zers. 51,.52 , Accelerated H+ , Hi, H3 
ions interact wi th the gas in the neutra 11 zer and produce atoms 
with energies E, 1/2E, and 1/3E, where E is the final energy of 
the accelerated ion beam. By observing the radiation emitted by 
the beam at a:n a·ngle to the beam direction, three separate 
Doppler-shifted spectra can be recorded. 

To obtai n neutral cu,rrents, it is necessary to know the fol
lowi ng cross secthms (others tu,rn out to be unimportant for 
usual cond'ition,s.). 

H+ * (3S, 3D level s,) 1. + H • H 3P, and 
2 * 

2. HP + H • H ( • ) 
+ 2 * 

3,. ~ + H2 .' H 
( .. ) 

4. . * ( .' ) ~, + H2 • H* 
5. H· + H • H ( .. ) 

~ 2 * + 
6. H2 + e • H (3s1 + H'(1S) or H 

The 1 i ght i ntensi ty of the i th component (i = 1, 2, 3, 
corresponding to full, half, and third energy) is proportional 
to N,(n), (the population density of the nth level of excited 
hydrogen atoms with velocity Vi). Using an index j to refer 
to speCies consi'dered in thi s model 

1 
j 

where vi is the velocity of the ith component, z is the 
distance between the observation point and the exit grid of the 
source, no is the density of the gas in the neutralizer, 
aj(n) is the optical excitation cross section for the jth 
species in the mixed beam Jj(x) is the current density of the 
corresponding species, Tn is the lifetime of the nth level of 
~drogen, and j is summed over those species contributing to the 
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ith component of the beam. 

The data a·re processed by a computer to yield 0) the 
neutral currents (from the areas under the curves). (2) the 
angula.r distribution for each energy fraction (from the widths 
of the peaks). and (3) the mean directions of the neutral beams 
(from the centroids of the peaks). 

A si gnal correspondi ng to a hydrogen a,tom energy of about 
E/18 is believed to be from the breakup of accelerated water 
ions, and hence gi ves a measu.re of the oxygen impurity in the 
neutral beam. 

Special Topics 

Ide.as for beams d.i fferent from those di scussed so· far ie. 
the conventiona'l neutral H or 0 beams. have ari sen recently. 
One of them. the use of fntense tri ti,um beams. does not change 
the atomic phys.ics app,reci ab·ly. but will present new engineering 
prob 1 ems. Some other su.g.gesti ons. a·re 

1. -lig'ht- atoms, e.g., li through Ne; the application of such 
beams ha-s bee.n disc:us~sed in Section n of this a.rticle. 

2. Pol ari zed neutral beam·s. 

Pol arized Neutra:1 Beams--One of the most i ntri gui ng ideas is 
to i'nject pol a·rfzed neutra·l beams f'nto a pol ari zed pl asma. Both 
the nuclear reacti on rates and the angul ar di stri buti ons of the 
reaction products cou·ld be favorably modified. 53 Several w~s 
for obta'ining nuclear polarization in conventional polarized ion 
sources are g.i ven in Ref. 54 Whether these. or other 
techniques. can be applied to intense neutral beam systems 
rema.fns to be see.n. 
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